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About This Game

Safety Driving Simulator: Car is a driving simulator engaging and enjoyable that teaches the basics of driving immersing the
player in a detailed and realistic urban environment. A tool widely used today by schools, government, driving-schools and

health associations. Choose from a variety of cars, sedans and sport cars and different scenarios. If you ever wanted to know
how driving under influence will effect sight and reaction – now you can experience it yourself.

Features

Choose between utility cars, sedans and sport cars

Cities, extra-urban and off-road scenarios

Realistic viability: one way roads, yield signs, traffic lights, pedestrians and much more...

Traffic offenses detection

Alcohol and drugs simulation
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very bad sincronization w weel and cant use my logitech g29
waste of time. well what can i say one of the best driving games i have ever played and well worth the price.. I played the game
and found it to be enjoyable. To me, a guy who is in the process of actually learning how to drive, playing this game gives me an
insight of what driving can and cannot be like. Obviously this game, being an indie game, will have its flaws and bugs and errors
etc. (I only experience a "space driving" glitch where I flew from one hill to another unhurt during the free ride.) But in the end,
for $5 USD it is a nice buy. If you are interested in a game that gives you a smooth, enjoyable, educative, and mildly hectic
driving simulation, then "Safety Driving Simulator: Car" is the game for you. For a quick note to all future customers: I didn't
run this game on my actual gaming PC: A Core2Quad Q6600 with Dual 9800GT's at 1024mb ddr3 total video memory, and
3GB DDR2 RAM. INSTEAD: I ran this game on my AIO Dell with 4GB DDR3 RAM, A Sandy Bridge Pentium G620T
2.2Ghz Dual Core Processor, and Intel HD Graphics. The game ran at 1600x900 at low setting with:

30FPS at the Worst
60FPS Most of the Time

Overall This game would get a B Rating from me.

84\/100. This game lets you drive a car after doing 3 Joints,3 lines of Coke and taking 3 pills in Ibiza.
SO if you want a game to play that lets you do all 3 of the things above then this is for you.
JUST BUY IT ALREADY!!!. Just as crappy as it looks. Best 3 minutes of my life.. This game is good for people learing to
drive but the physics are not very realistic and the game kept on crashing my windoes 10 comuter. Would only recomend for
users without windows 10 and when the game is on sale.. THIS GAME IS SO BAD!!!!! Please don't waste your money on
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because it will be the worst five dollars you have ever spent. Please, listen to my
advice and spend that five dollars on a different game!!!. Do not buy. The cars don't move and you cannot steer. Other than that
it's great though.
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THIS GAME IS SO BAD!!!!! Please don't waste your money on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because it will be
the worst five dollars you have ever spent. Please, listen to my advice and spend that five dollars on a different game!!!. This
game is good for people learing to drive but the physics are not very realistic and the game kept on crashing my windoes 10
comuter. Would only recomend for users without windows 10 and when the game is on sale.. not good game
. i got this game on the advice of someone else and i cant play the damn game for one the buttons it tells you to use on the menu
using keyboard does not work neither does a joy stick\/pad so people dont buy it it is crap. this is a very fun and fast and game it
only takes like 11 minutes to download on steam and the levels are so challengeing i give this five stars
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